
Tuesday 5 May 2015 

 

Communities 

Ken Macintosh (Eastwood) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what support it 
provides the organisation, Tell Mama, which records anti-Muslim bigotry and aims to tackle online 
hate speech and intolerance, and what its position is on promoting the Tell Mama hotline. 

(S4W-25288)

Alex Neil: The Scottish Government does not provide support to Tell Mama. There are currently 
over three hundred organisations in Scotland registered as third party reporting centres with Police 
Scotland.  

The Scottish Government encourages all victims and witnesses to report incidents of hate crime, 
either directly to Police Scotland or to a third party reporting centre. Details of third party reporting 
centres are available on Police Scotland’s website at: http://www.scotland.police.uk/contact-us/hate-
crime-third-party-reporting/. 

 

Ken Macintosh (Eastwood) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what steps it is 
taking to help tackle online hate speech, intolerance and anti-Muslim bigotry. 

(S4W-25290)

Alex Neil: The Scottish Government is clear that there is no excuse for any form of hate crime. In 
February 2014, we launched the ‘Speak Up against Hate Crime’ awareness campaign to help victims 
of and witnesses to hate crime to report all incidents to Police Scotland or to a third party reporting 
centre. 

The Scottish Government is investing over £3.1 million in 2015-16 to organisations working to tackle 
racist and religious intolerance, as well as improve the lives of minority ethnic and religious 
communities in Scotland. This includes £25,000 for Islam Information Scotland to promote a wider 
understanding of Islam and Scotland’s Muslim communities. 

The Scottish Government works closely with the Muslim Council of Scotland to ensure Scottish 
Muslims are able to achieve their potential in Scotland and also supports the annual Islam Awareness 
Week. 

Our courts have long-standing powers to tackle hate crime through common law powers to take into 
account aggravating factors when sentencing. This is covered by the provisions of Section 6 of the 
Offensive Behaviour at Football and Threatening Communications (Scotland) Act 2012, which 
criminalises the communication of threats of serious violence and threats intended to incite religious 
hatred, whether sent through the post or posted on the internet. 

Enterprise and Environment 

Kenneth Gibson (Cunninghame North) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish 
Government what discussions it has had with animal welfare organisations about electric shock 
collars, following the debate on motion S4M-11431, A Shocking Way to Treat Your Dog, on 8 January 
2015. 

(S4W-25302)

Richard Lochhead: The Scottish Government have regular meetings with animal welfare 
organisations to discuss a range of welfare issues, including electronic shock collars. We are aware of 
continuing concerns on this matter and are keeping our position under review. In particular, officials 
are currently in the process of gathering further information on the use of electronic shock collars both 
in Scotland and in other countries. They will also consider the views of the Public Petitions Committee 
following a recent petition on this subject. 

 

Rob Gibson (Caithness, Sutherland and Ross) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish 
Government, in light of the draft recommendations in the wild fishing review, what research it is 
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conducting on the potential benefits of releasing salmon smolts from hatcheries into salmon fishing 
rivers. 

(S4W-25306)

Aileen McLeod: The Scottish Government is in the process of publishing a review of the 
performance of hatchery-reared salmon smolts (the stage at which the fish are changing from the 
freshwater to marine form) stocked in to Scottish waters (often termed ‘salmon ranching’). The 
percentage of ranched smolts that return as adults is much lower than would be expected from 
salmon reared naturally in the wild. The report concludes that it is not clear that smolt ranching is an 
economically viable proposition. The report also notes that the practice of ranching carries potential 
threats to native populations of Atlantic salmon that would need to be balanced against any potential 
economic benefits. 

Stocking of salmon smolts has been undertaken in a number of rivers over the years, although there 
are few examples of extant long term programmes. The Scottish Government did not receive any 
applications to stock salmon smolts in 2014, although such consents may have been approved by 
local district salmon fishery boards. The River Carron is often used as an example of benefits of 
stocking smolts, however a number of different life stages of salmon have been stocked in the river 
since 1995 and smolt stocking ceasing in 2011. A recent review by the University of Highlands and 
Islands concluded that it was not possible to determine whether stocking of salmon played a role in 
the increasing rod catch within the River Carron. 

Health and Social Care 

Patricia Ferguson (Glasgow Maryhill and Springburn) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish 
Government for what reasons a GP would be unable to provide an NHS prescription for a 
homeopathic medicine that had been recommended by an NHS doctor. 

(S4W-25337)

Shona Robison: It is the doctor who signs a prescription who carries legal and clinical 
responsibility and not the clinician who recommended it. GPs will often write a prescription based on 
another clinician’s advice but generally will only do so if they are in agreement that it is appropriate 
and if they are sufficiently knowledgeable about the use; interactions; and side effects, to take 
personal legal responsibility for writing the prescription for it. All GPs have the right to refuse to 
prescribe a treatment that they are not prepared to take clinical responsibility for. 

Learning and Justice 

Margaret McDougall (West Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what it 
is doing to address the reported £7 million shortfall in student support funding. 

(S4W-25162)

Angela Constance: With the Scottish Funding Council (SFC), we have agreed with colleges that 
the estimated shortfall in further education (FE) student support will be met in 2014-15 through the 
redirection of funds previously earmarked for depreciation. 

We are working closely with the SFC, Colleges Scotland and the sector to develop a way forward 
for 2015-16 which will ensure that students are supported. This work will build on the SFC’s recent 
review of FE student support. 

In the first instance, SFC will ensure that student support allocations for 2015-16 are more closely 
aligned to actual need based on the results of last year’s redistribution exercise. 

 

Margaret McDougall (West Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government 
whether it considers it appropriate to advise colleges to use depreciation funds to cover shortfalls in 
student support funds and what it is doing to assist colleges that do not have such funds available. 

(S4W-25163)



Angela Constance: By taking decisive action around this technical accounting issue, we have 
protected the college sector’s ability to spend its full budget allocation and, in doing so, have filled the 
student support gap in 2014-15. 

 

Margaret McDougall (West Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what 
the total budget for further education student support funding has been (a) across Scotland and (b) for 
Ayrshire College in each year since 2007. 

(S4W-25164)

Angela Constance: Since 2006-07, the total further education (FE) student support budget has 
increased by 29% in real terms, and the corresponding increase in Ayrshire is 47%. 

 
Total FE Student Support 

(£million) 

Ayrshire College* FE Student Support 

(£million) 

2006-07 67.3 5.7 

2007-08 69.6 5.8 

2008-09 72.3 6.0 

2009-10 78.9 6.6 

2010-11 83.8 8.5 

2011-12 95.5 8.5 

2012-13 95.5 8.8 

2013-14 102.8 9.2 

2014-15 104.01 9.3 

2015-16 

(planned) 
105.3 10.2 

Source: Scottish Funding Council  
*Figures for Ayrshire College include the transfer of student support funds for the Kilwinning campus 
of the former James Watt College. 

 

Margaret McDougall (West Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what it 
is doing to ensure that college students are receiving sufficient financial support. 

(S4W-25165)

Angela Constance: In the current academic year we are investing a record £104 million in further 
education student support meaning that students can receive bursaries of up to £93.03 per week. 
College bursaries rose in line with inflation in 2014-15 and will do so again in 2015-16. Unlike the UK 
Government, we have also retained the Education Maintenance Allowance. 

For those students studying higher education courses at college (HNC/HND), a minimum income 
guarantee of £7,500 is available for those with a household income of less than £17,000. All students, 
irrespective of circumstances, are eligible for a student loan of £4,750. 

Each college also operates a discretionary fund. These funds are intended to provide assistance for 
students in financial difficulties in order for them to access and/or continue their studies. 

 

Siobhan McMahon (Central Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government 
whether it considers that the move from a national target to an individual council target for teacher 
numbers penalises councils that have maintained teacher numbers relative to their demographic/pupil 
roll movement. 



(S4W-25334)

Angela Constance: The Scottish Government's preference would have been to reach a Scotland 
wide agreement on teacher numbers for 2015-16 as in previous years. COSLA's failure to commit to 
such an agreement left us with no alternative but to secure commitments from individual local 
authorities. The consequences of this will be different for each local authority dependent on a range of 
factors including pupil roll movement. 

 

Siobhan McMahon (Central Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what 
assistance it gives to local authorities to recruit and retain teachers in (a) maths, (b) home economics 
and (c) sciences and whether local authorities will be penalised if teachers numbers are not 
maintained due to vacant and supply posts remaining unfilled. 

(S4W-25336)

Angela Constance: Local authorities have a statutory duty to employ adequate numbers of 
teachers in the schools under their management, and the recruitment and retention of teachers are 
matters for local authorities. We are working with universities, local authorities and others, through the 
Teacher Workforce Planning Working Group, to explore how the barriers to recruiting to the science, 
technology, engineering and maths subjects can be overcome. We fully expect all local authorities to 
meet the teacher numbers commitment that they have made. The terms of the commitment make it 
clear that successful delivery of the commitment will attract additional resource and that failure to 
deliver will result in clawback. 

 

Liam McArthur (Orkney Islands) (Scottish Liberal Democrats): To ask the Scottish Government 
who the membership of the Widening Access Commission are; what its remit is, and whether this will 
include examining student financial support levels. 

(S4W-25348)

Angela Constance: Further to the appointment of Dame Ruth Silver as Chair, the Scottish 
Government announced the membership of the Widening Access Commission in a press release on 
Wednesday 29 April 2015. The members are: 

Professor Anton Muscatelli, Principal and Vice-Chancellor, University of Glasgow 
Liz McIntyre, Principal, Borders College 
Ali Jarvis, Chair of SFC’s Access and Inclusion Committee 
Maureen McKenna, Executive Director of Education, Glasgow City Council 
Gerry Lyons, Headteacher, St Andrew’s Secondary School, Glasgow 
Jean Carwood-Edwards, Chief Executive, Early Years Scotland 
Helen Martin, Assistant Secretary, Scottish Trades Union Congress 
Russell Gunson, Director, NUS Scotland 
Vonnie Sandlan, Women’s Officer and President elect, NUS Scotland 
Professor Petra Wend, Principal and Vice-Chancellor, Queen Margaret University 
Caroline Stuart, Oracle Ltd 
One further member, to bring a UK perspective, will be announced shortly. 

 
The commission is in the process of finalising its remit but our expectation is that it will consider: 

barriers to access; measurement and targets; and the identification and upscaling of existing good 
practice. 
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